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On-demand, self-paced learning

To succeed with software, organizations need a knowledgeable team — and a learning solution that 
is quick, specific, and effective. Red Hat® Learning Subscription, offered by Red Hat Training and 
Certification, provides on-demand access to help you quickly learn Red Hat technologies.

Whether you have recently adopted Red Hat OpenShift®, your team is increasing automation with  
Red Hat Ansible® Automation Platform, or you are a system administrator who needs to learn addi-
tional skills on Red Hat Enterprise Linux®, the subscription has content from across the Red Hat port-
folio to help you develop skills and find answers when you need them.

Continuously updated content

When it comes to learning, you want to build skills on technologies that are relevant on the job. This 
annual subscription is continuously updated to help you develop the skills and knowledge demanded 
by a growing technology market. 

With Red Hat Learning Subscription, you are getting the most up-to-date content, on the most recent 
Red Hat software versions, with content straight from the source. No one can provide better content 
on Red Hat technologies than Red Hat Training—our experts are building the software and imple-
menting it every day for enterprises around the world.

Customize your subscription tier

Red Hat Learning Subscription helps you build your skills on Red Hat technologies and prepare for 
certification. With the standard tier, you have additional features to help you meet your certification 
goals, including exam attempts.

Table 1. Red Hat Learning Subscription tier comparison

Basic Standard

Self-paced access to more than 50 courses

Early access

400 hours of cloud-based labs

10 e-book downloads

Skills paths

Reporting

Everything in basic plus:

   Expert extras

   5 certification exams and 2 retakes

   Expert chat

Features to help you succeed

Red Hat Learning Subscription is available globally with key features to help you map out your learn-
ing goals, work toward certification, experiment in labs, and get just-in-time answers when you are  
on the job.

“Red Hat training and 
certification allowed 
us to accelerate the 

adoption curve  
for new platforms  
and technologies.”

Rodrigo Perez
Solutions Architect for Cloud  

Domain and Microservices, 
YPF S.A

“Our networks can 
only be as good as 

the team managing 
them. This is why at 

StarHub, we invest in 
the development of  

our people.”

Chong Siew Loong
Chief Technology Officer,

StarHub
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Modern technology requires  
modern learning
Keep pace with Red Hat technologies through Red Hat Learning Subscription
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About Red Hat
 Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of enterprise open source software solutions, using a community-powered 
approach to deliver reliable and high-performing Linux, hybrid cloud, container, and Kubernetes technologies.  
Red Hat helps customers integrate new and existing IT applications, develop cloud-native applications, standardize on 
our industry-leading operating system, and automate, secure, and manage complex environments. Award-winning 
support, training, and consulting services make Red Hat a trusted adviser to the Fortune 500. As a strategic partner 
to cloud providers, system integrators, application vendors, customers, and open source communities, Red Hat can 
help organizations prepare for the digital future.
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Table 2. Red Hat Learning Subscription key features

Feature Feature description

Early access Be the first to explore in-development technology before it is officially 
released by accessing courses and labs currently in development.

Cloud-based labs Access the same labs as in the classroom for hands-on practice in authentic 
Red Hat environments, delivered 24x7 on six continents.

Skills paths Map your learning and certification goals to one of the skills paths inside the 
platform to develop a strong foundation for a specific skill.

Certification exams Validate your skills through performance-based exams via some tiers. 
Whether remotely or at a testing station, exams can be taken when and where 
it’s most convenient.

Expert extras Red Hat field practitioners present short demo videos to supplement  
courses by showing innovative technologies and practices based on real-
world use cases.

Expert chat Get direct answers and guidance from experts via a 30-minute chat session 
per day with the standard tier. Machine translations provide chat dialogue in 
local languages.

E-book downloads Download up to 10 course e-books to continue learning offline.

Reporting An individual’s dashboard provides a summary of training progress, course 
and lab usage, as well as exam status. Management reports provide the same 
metrics so the enterprise can measure their team’s engagement and progress.

Translated content Access Red Hat’s most popular courses in as many as 11 languages: 
International Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese, French, Italian, German, 
Simplified Chinese, Korean, and Japanese Hindi, and Czech.*

*Course translations depend on training modality and course demand.

“This transformation 
was challenging in terms 

of both technical and 
cultural changes. We 

were introducing new 
concepts like containers 

and microservices.  
Red Hat provided us 

with the right tools 
to overcome these 

challenges. Their 
attitude and willingness 
to work with us to adjust 

the technical design of 
our new architecture 

created a human 
partnership that was key 

to our success and the 
results we’ve achieved.”

María Alejandra Trozzi
Deputy Manager of Solutions Architecture,
Empresa Distribuidora y Comercializadora 

Norte S.A. (Edenor)
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